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MINA SHURAN PROPOSAL

AN URBAN RECREATIONAL ZONE

two of the three lots.
The natural geomorphology of the zone that lends itself to
recreational activities has encouraged the development of
swimming activities in this zone since the early 1900s. In
the 1960s, the area was consolidated as the leisure hub of
the city’s coast, but its development took the form of a
handful of private resorts that close-off the public maritime
domain and charge hefty entrance fees to the public.
Based on the key principles adopted in the study and in
keeping with the current nature of this zone, the proposal

Mina Shuran, as this area is historically known, is the area
defined in the zone of the city that extends from the edge
of the current Zone #9/10 (Military Bath) to Dalieh and
includes the Sporting and Long Beach resorts, a number of
cafés, the Nejmeh Stadium, and the Luna Park. The area is
currently divided in three 3 large property lots (#703,
704, 732 in Ain El Mreisseh) that span all the way from the
Corniche road to the edge of the maritime public domain.
Much of the ownership of these property lots is private
but the Municipality of Beirut owns a number of shares in
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1. Mina Shuran: Retrieving the Public Domain

calls for reclaiming the maritime public domain of Mina Shuran as an open waterfront recreational
park, accessible to the public. To this end, the proposed concept is based on clustering the full
allowable built up volumes in a clustered strip closer to the main road, while the entire waterfront
public domain and a buffer (private) zone between these two areas are freed of all construction and
allocated to recreational uses.
Two alternative scenarios were articulated to organize the construction of built-up volumes along
the main road. Both scenarios position the proposed volumes strategically to allow for uninterrupted views towards the waterfront park and the sea, generating a powerful incentive for the private
development market that render the proposals appealing to landowners without compromising the
site’s assets. In scenario (a), built-up areas are concentrated in the self-standing volumes that
provide greater space for private recreational use and benefit from building heights as a marketing
incentive. In scenario (b), terraced volumes follow the natural slope of the site, creating a more
holistic space with a softer visual impact.
The two solutions leave a wide privately owned area as a “soft edge” between the private building
area and the unbuildable zone of the public maritime domain through which passages need to be
secured between the Corniche main road and the sea. Although limited to private access, this zone
is allocated to un-built landscapes and recreational amenities such as swimming pools and playgrounds, making it possible to repurpose the existing Nejmeh football field and the Beirut Luna
Park, two important parts of the communal identity of the zone.
The most powerful advantage of this intervention is to reclaim the public domain for public uses,
whereby the existing un-built facilities, particularly swimming pools, are refurbished and upgraded
to provide a missing amenity for the city and its residents.

The proposed vision for a public maritime domain equipped
with pools and recreational amenities is informed by an
example in Portugal.
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Case Study:
1,2. The Leça Swimming Pools / Álvaro Siza Vieira /
Leça de Palmeira, Portugal / 1966

